Tearing Out Pages from Your Life Book
By Dania Dbaibo Darwish

During my recent hypnotherapy practicum, one particular tool
(more like a metaphor) drew my attention. It was in line with my
future book project on “Coping with Realities”. The tool was an aid to
deal with past painful emotions or memories. If not properly dealt
with, these become heavy baggage with a grave negative impact on
one’s personality, emotions, and behavior. The general gist of such a
hypnotic exercise is to bring awareness that whatever already passed
is past; and cannot be changed. What we can certainly change is what
we can do now. The exercise works best if you are a visual person and
have the ability to imagine taking a trip through your mind’s eye into
the unconscious mind. A hypnotist can guide you through, but you
can also do it alone. It goes something like this:
Take some time to relax a bit, relax, yes, breath, relax, more and
more…..
Close your eyes, and then imagine you could scan the inside of your
mind. You’ll have all sorts of ideas that flow in and out; come to the
spotlight then fade. That’s your conscious mind. It has only a limited
amount of information lying in your immediate awareness. Scan your
mind further. You’ll find a corridor leading to a closed door; one that
only you have the key for. As you open that door, you’ll find a big
dark room. You can barely see that its walls look like a vast library
with books arranged all over. You can smell antiquity in that room.
You can hear very faint voices from your past echoing. You feel cool
in that room; not cold, not hot. Look around. That’s your unconscious
mind. It’s your whole life kept in record in there; organized perfectly
in order. You can hardly remember all the details each small book
has, but in these, all your past experiences are documented. These
have shaped your present automatic habits of thought, behavior,
feeling, skills, reactions and even your perception. All constitute your
implicit knowledge. Whatever you’ve learned in the past was largely
at this unconscious level. Your unconscious mind is very secretive (it
wouldn’t easily disclose the books to your conscious mind; hence, the
locked door). It is also very clever at disguising and distorting many

experiences (especially traumatic ones). You can, nonetheless, access
all this data; albeit, with some difficulty.
Keep imagining…. There’s a long reclining chair in that room.
Next to it, a big hard cover book rests on a side table. That’s the
summary book of all your life experiences. It includes all past episodes
assembled in chapters. Lie down on that chair. Hold that book and
look inside. Flip through those pages. What do you see? Some pages are
probably colorful carrying many wonderful memories. Others are
dark and gloomy involving hurtful experiences. Pause a bit on those.
Do you really need to leave those dark pages in there? They spoil the
whole book of your life. You’d rather have it all colorful, don’t you?
They’ve had their negative impact, but that’s long gone now. Look
thoroughly for these episodes and decide that you don’t want to see
them as part of your life any longer. Let’s tear out those pages! Yes,
each and every one of them. Do it with force! Are you through? Your
book is missing some pages now, but you have many more white pages
to fill with colorful bright images and memories from now on.
Wouldn’t you want to do that? Close that book now and carry those
torn pages as you walk out of that room. Lock the door and choose to
dispose of these in the closest recycle bin you can see in your mind’s
eye. Come back from your short journey to where you are now
gradually. Slowly open your eyes. You’re fully alert at this moment
and feel fantabulous in every possible way, aren’t you?
There….. If you follow these steps while taking your time, I bet it
brings you much relief and drastic life changes. This is how you deal
with harsh realities that are past and gone. You can’t change these,
but you can eliminate their negative impact by dragging them out of
that store. They don’t need to define your life. You choose to let these
go and free yourself by forgiving. Look at you! You have reassumed
control over your life course at present. No such past episodes matter
any longer. Your unconscious mind wants to be your best ally;
befriend it. It’s only the vast library that helps you easily act, feel,
perceive, and react. How else do you think you learn? When what you
learn sabotages your growth, revisit your unconscious mind and do
what’s necessary to remove that imprint from your life book. Tear out
those dark pages. What’s important now is to author the rest of the
blank pages with only good memories and bright colors….

Voila…. Just by reading this, you have indulged in some sort of selfself
hypnosis ☺ and if you had let yourself imagine the whole scenario, it
would have definitely put you in a more empowered mind set ☺

